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Greenberg [4] described an interesting procedure based on dynamic pro- 
gramming for generating the knapsack function @p(s) = max{cx: ax < s, x > 0, 
integer) for all arguments s < b, where c, a, and x are vectors with nonnegative 
integer components and b is a positive integer. The principle search effort can 
be associated with finding the minimum of a string D of K elements. It is shown 
here that a rank ordering of the components of a yields sequences D such that 
a search for the minimum in D over the first m elements is sufficient. In general, 
m is smaller than K and the calculation of @ is accelerated. Extensions of the 
basic procedure to the case where the components of x have upper-bounds is 
also described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Various methods have appeared in the literature [I, 3, 7j for solving a 
particularly simple integer program, the (one-dimensional) knapsack problem 
P: {max cx: ax < b, x > 0, integer}, where c, Q, and x are n-dimensional 
vectors with nonnegative integer components and b is a positive integer. Note 
that only distinct a, values need be considered; if a3 = ak and cj > ck , 
j # K, then always take xh = 0. 
In [4] Greenberg describes an interesting enumerative scheme for solving 
P that generates the knapsack function Q(s) = max{cx: ax < s, x > 0, 
integer} for all arguments s < b, s a positive integer, However, Greenberg 
first defines the knapsack function in terms of an equality constraint. The 
knapsack function then becomes: 
F(y) = max{cx: ax = y, x > 0, integer}, 
where y is a positive integer. 
While it is well known that Q(s) is a step-function defined on 
S ={s: s E [0, b], integer); this is not generally true for F(y). Also, there is not 
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a one-one correspondence between elements of the domain of F and elements 
of the domain of @. F(y) exists on the set of knapsack points Y = {y: there 
exists at least one x for which ax = y; x 3 0, integer; y > O}. Since Y _C 5’ 
and often Y C S, Greenberg claims a major computational advantage over the 
methods of [3] and [7] by enumerating F only at the knapsack points. Then 
Q(s) = max{F(y): y < s}. 
The principle search effort in [4] is associated with finding the minimum 
of a string of Kn elements, where K is the iteration counter. This list of elements 
to be examined when finding any single knapsack pointy can be of significant 
length. It is shown that a rank ordering of the components of a admits certain 
structure which, when exploited, can decrease this direct search effort. Also, 
extension of Greenberg’s method to the more general problem in which each 
variable xi has a finite upper bound is described. 
2. GREENBERG’S METHOD FOR COMPUTING KNAPSACK FUNCTIONS 
Greenberg’s method is described in [4] in a procedural framework. A more 
definitive derivation, given below, yields some useful insight that can be 
exploited to enhance the method. 
Greenberg’s approach is based on expressingF(y) as (see [7]) the recursion 
F(Y) = my+ + F(Y - 4 I uj < Y>, 
F(0) = 0. 
Noting that the first knapsack point isy, = 0, givenF(ys) = F(0) = 0 we can 
immediately obtain the next solution to (1) by choosing y = min a, = yr . 
Let url = min uj . Then this choice implies that the first nonzero knapsack 
point is yr = a,., yielding the value F(y,) = crl + F(y, - u,J = c,.~ . 
Now, from (l), replacing y by y - yr , we obtam 
F(Y - YJ = mJs& + F(Y - y1 - 4 I y1 + ~5 G Y>- 
Then we have, 
F(Y) = m=4m$cj + F(Y - 4 I y1 < uj <Y>, G, 
+ m$cj + F(Y - yl - 4 I yl + ~3 G ~11~ fory >yi. (2) 
We can again obtain an immediate solution for F(y) from (2). Choose 
y = min{njin{yl <y. + a, <Y>,mp{y~ + %i GY>>=Yz- (3) 
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After K - 1 applications of the process we obtain 
F(y) = m=(ma& + KY - aj> Iykwl < aj < 99, c, i 
+ m~~~cj +F(Y -YI - Uj> Iyk-1 <YI + aj <YII~~~TCT1 
+ ‘*’ + Crt--l + mj& + QY - 35-1 - aj) I Yk-1 + Uj <Y>>y (4) 
for y > yk-r . Another immediate solution for F(y) is obtained from (4). 
Choose 
y = min{mjn{y,-, < y. + aj < r>, mjinbl < Y1 + aj G 3% 
. . . . mjin{yk-l + aj < $9 (5) 
= m$min{y,-, < yz-r + aj < y} I = 1,2 ,..., k;j = 1,2 ,..., ?Z} = yk . 
.l 
Recognize that any iteration K not all the terms of (5) are, in general, 
necessarily admissible. There may be several values of I for which no index 
i < n exists such that yz-r + uj > yk-r . Existence of at least one feasible 
value in (5) is guaranteed since yk-r + aj > yk-r for all j = 1, 2,..., n. The 
procedure is repeated until F(b) is found or no other F(y), y < b, can be 
generated. 
A major portion of the computational effort of the method is associated 
with specifying and evaluating (5). At any iteration K of the procedure as 
many as Kn sums yl-r + ui may have to be examined to determine the 
minimum, the K-th knapsack point. In general, this can be a lengthy process, 
particularly when the minimum in (5) is not unique. In such a case the 
payoffs corresponding to the alternative minima must also be examined in 
order to break ties. 
3. ACCELERATING GREENBERG'S METHOD 
A major computational burden of Greenberg’s method is associated with 
finding the minimum in (5) at each iteration. Without loss of generality, 
however, renumber the coefficients of c and a so that a, < u2 < 1.. < a,. 
This rank-ordering permits considerable savings in computer storage and 
decreases computation by allowing one to compute the yr-r + uj or corre- 
sponding payoffs cj + F(yl-,) only as needed, and yields certain structure 
which often bypasses calculating all kn such sums. 
Under the rank-ordering the admissible terms of (5) at iteration 1 are 
Yo+~,~Yo+~,~~~~<yo+~,. Then, the search for minj(yo + aj > 0) 
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is trivial; the smallest aj > 0 is a, . Furthermore, it is clear that this rank- 
ordering is maintained as the new terms of (5) are added. At iteration K the 
I-th subsequence has yIPI + a, < yI-r + a2 < 0.. < yr-r + a, . The search 
associated with the various terms of (5) becomes unnecessary; 
mph1 < YZ-~ + a) < Y) 
under the ranking process is always the “left-most” admissible sum for each 1. 
Associate with each bracketed term I of (5) 
d,=min{y,-,<y,-,+aj<y]j=1,2,...,n} 
i 
= YZ-~ + aAL 1 = 1, 2 ,..., k, (6) 
where /\r is the minimizing index in (6). Then, the sequence 
D = (d,: Z = 1, 2,..., k) 
at any iteration contains the minimum sought in (5). By appropriately 
maintaining A, it becomes unnecessary to describe each bracketed term 
explicitly as is done in [4]. They can be sequentially enumerated, in rank- 
order, via the /\r . The search procedure of (5) therefore reduces to finding 
the minimum in the sequence D. 
The algorithm can be improved still further. At iteration k the list D is at 
most of length k and grows linearly with the number of iterations. We can 
provide an improvement by identifying a subsequence in D containing the 
minimal potential knapsack point. A demonstration of the existence of such a 
subsequence of D, and a means for identifying it, is contained in the following 
result. 
THEOREM 1. The equation (5) yields a sequence D, at every iteration k, such 
that for some index m(k), 1 < m(k) < k: 
0) 4a = Y~(~c)-~ + al - 
(ii) There exists no dl , 1 < m(k), of the form da = ya-l + a, . 
(iii) The subsequence dmtk) ,..., dk is of the form 
dmtk) = Y~(JA + al < 4,(k)+l = ~~(3 + al *.- < 4 = Y~c-~ + al - 
Furthermore, 
(iv) Ify, -C dm(k-l) , m(k) = m(k - 1). 
(v) If yR = dm(k-l) , m(k) = m(k - 1) + 1. 
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Proof. Let Dk = (d,“, dzk ,..,, dkk) denote the sequence D at iteration k. 
k = 1: From (5), Dl = (4’) = (yO + a,) and m(k) = m(l) = 1 
satisfy (i)-(iii); (iv) and ( v are satisfied by defining m(0) = 0. ) 
To aid the reader in following the proof, we indicate what happens at k = 2, 3. 
k = 2: D2 = (d12 = y. + a2 , d,2 = yr -j- a,j and m(2) = 2 satisfy 
ww 
Now, either (a) y2 = d,2 for some subscript(s) I < m(2) = 2 and y2 # dic2) , 
or(b)y, = di,,, = 2 d 2 obtains for (5) in D2. Under (a), d13 = y. + a3 > d12 = 
y0 + a2 , satisfying (ii) for m(3) < m(2). But, d23 = d22 = yr + a, and by (6) 
d3s = y2 + a, , satisfying (i) and (iii) for m(3) >, m(2). Under (b), d13 > d12 = 
y0 + a2 . (We can only say d13 is at least as large as y0 + a2 for if y2 is not 
unique so that y2 = dz2 = d12, then d13 = y0 + a3.) But dz3 = y1 + a2 > d,’ = 
yr + a, so that (ii) is satisfied for m(3) < m(2) + 1 = 3. However, d33 = 
y2 + a, by (6), satisfying (i) and (iii) for m(3) > m(2) + 1 = 3. 
k = 3: Under (a), D3 = (y. + a3 , y1 + al , y2 + al> and 43) = 
m(2) = 2 satisfy (i)-(v). Under (b), 
D3 = Cdl3 3 Y,, + a2 ,yl+ az 9~2 + al> 
and m(3) = m(2) + 1 = 3 satisfy (i)-(v). 
Assume now that Dk-l satisfies (i)-(v). From (iii) the subsequence 
dk-1 dkwl forms an increasing series so that the minimum in (5) obtains m(k-1) Pa**9 k-l 
for some index 1 ,< m(k - 1). Then either (a): y&r = df-’ for some sub- 
script(s) I < m(k - 1) implying yK-r # di$,, , or (b): ykPI = dA$-,, 
obtains for (5) in Dk--l, although not necessarily uniquely. 
Under (a), dlk >, df-’ for all I < m(k - 1). More specifically, dlk > df+’ 
for those Z < m(k - 1) for which ykeI = dpl and d,k = d:-’ for those 
Z < m(k - 1) for which yk-r < df-l and all Z > m(k - 1). Consequently, 
since the subsequence d,k-I,..., d,$pl,--l satisfies (ii), so does the subsequence 
dlk,..-, d&-l)-1 of Dk for m(k) < m(k - 1). From (6), dkk = yk-r + a, and 
since y,-, < d$k-,, , dickplj = dk&, . Thus, the subsequence d&k-l, ,..., dkk 
of Dk satisfies (i) and (iii) for m(k) >, m(k - I). Therefore, 
Dk = (d,‘” 3 d,k-l,..., dk _ _ > d”? _ d” - =ym(k-l)-l m(k 1) 1 1 m(k 1) 1) m(k 1) 
+ a, ,-**, dk” = YK--1 + a,> 
and m(k) = m(k - 1) satisfy (i)-(v). 
Under (b), d,L > dfl for all Z < m(k - 1). More specifically, dlL > df-l 
for those Z < m(k - 1) f or which ykwI = dr-’ (which includes d$&,) and 
dlk = df-l for those Z < m(k - 1) for which y,-, < d:-’ and all Z > m(k - 1). 
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Therefore from (6), dk(k-lj = ym(b--l)--l + aa . Consequently, since the first 
m(K - 1) - 1 elements of Dk-l satisfy (ii), the subsequence dik,..., dk,,-,, 01 
Dk also satisfies (ii) for m(K) \( m(K - 1) + 1. In addition, by (6) dkk = 
yk-r + a, and from (iii), dk-l m(k r)+i =ymoP1) + a, . Therefore, since 
the subsequence d&lj+l,..., dkk of Dk also satisfies (iii) for m(K) 3 m(K - l)+ 1. 
As a result, 
Dk = (d,‘” 3 d,k-I,..., d:(k-1) >d:ii-1, 9 &&c-l)+1 =Ym(k-1) 
+ al ,..., dkk =Yk-1 + al> 
and m(K) = m(K - 1) + 1 satisfy (i)-(v). 1 
Theorem 1 shows that the sequence D, at any iteration K, contains an 
element dmck) of the form y&&i + a, . Of greater importance, the subse- 
quence &(k)+l >.a., dk , i.e.,-those elements “to the right” of dmck) , are also of 
this form. Then since yn(k)-l < ymtk) < ... < yk-i , the last k - m(k) + 1 
elements of D form an increasing series. Consequenly, a search for the mini- 
mum in D over the first m(K) elements is sufficient. Furthermore, properties 
(iv) and (v) imply that at any iteration K, knowing m(K), we can easily determine 
m(K + 1) to be used in the next iteration. Also, the sequence of m(K) values 
is nondecreasing, making it particularly easy to implement the scheme. 
The rank ordering procedure yields gross storage requirements of the order 
of n regardless of the number of iterations. This is a great improvement over 
that required in [4]. More importantly, the search effort associated with (5) 
is reduced an order of n by such a ranking. It is also clear that the use of 
Theorem 1 implies this search effort is at worst no greater than that encoun- 
tered using the rank ordering scheme alone, and can often yield important 
savings. Also, feasibility requirements trim the list “from the left,” further 
reducing the search. Unfortunately, no expression describing an operationally 
useful bound on such computation, for a particular problem, is apparent. The 
advantage is highly dependent upon the distribution of values for the elements 
of c and a. 
The outline of a version of Greenberg’s algorithm incorporating the 
foregoing appears below. In addition, the search for the minima in (5) can be 
accelerated (when m(k) is large) by noting that the corresponding list structure 
can be kept as a balanced tree (see [6]). T rimming is still trivial, but searching 
is now logarithmic. Furthermore, some ancillary improvement over the 
algorithm in [4] can also be obtained by introducing an index function 
analogous to that described in [3] and [5] f or efficiently storing and retrieving 
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the spectrum of solutions associated with the knapsack function (such a 
“backtracking” procedure is also briefly mentioned in [4]). Implementation 
of such a feature is straightforward and is not included. 
1. SetF(0) = 0, set A, = 1, set K = 1, set m = 1, set t = 1, and set 
@p(s) = 0 for all (nonnegative) integers s < a, . 
2. Find ylc = min,{d, = yl-i + u,,~ ) I = t, t + I,..., m}. If yk > b, set 
Q(s) = @(ylc-J for all s = yk-i + I,..., 6 and stop; otherwise, 
3. If the minimal dl is unique, set 4 = 1 for which d, = ylC and go to 
3-(c); otherwise, 
(a) Set 4 = min{p: cA, + F(y,-,) > cA1 + F(y,_,) for all I where 
4 = Ed. 
(b) ForallZfqsuchthatd, =ylz,seth, =A,+ 1. 
(c) Set F(yk) = c,,* + F(y,-J and set A, = A, + 1. 
(d) For every t < 1 < m such that A, > n, set d, = co. 
(i) If A, < n, go to step 3-(e); otherwise, 
(ii) Set t = t + 1 and repeat from 3-(d)-(i). 
(e) If yK = d, , let m = m + 1. 
4. For every integers = ykel+i,..., yic , set @p(s) =max {@(yk-J,F(yk)}. 
5. Ify, = b, stop; otherwise, 
6. Set k = K + 1, set h, = 1 and repeat from 2. 
Note that the above procedure principally calculates F(y) to attempt 
to take advantage of the sparseness of knapsack points in S, and then 
fits a step-function to the result (step 4). If one is, in fact, interested in 
F(y) itself, merely delete step 4. In this case, if any specified integer 
s’ E S turns out not to be a knapsack point, the solution associated with 
the largest knapsack point not greater than s’ could be generated. 
4. EXTENSIONS 
The foregoing algorithm can be easily extended to find the (capacitated) 
knapsack function Q’(S) = max(cx: a~ ,< s, 0 < x < U, x integer), where c, 
a, X, and s are as before and u = (ui , up ,..., u,) is a vector of integer upper 
bounds on the components of X. The corresponding knapsack function 
F’(y) is piece-wise convex on the knapsack points (see [S]), but again not 
necessarily a step-function. 
To extend the prior procedure, the recursion (1) is modified so that only 
feasible solutions are generated. Let a+ = (xil,..., x,~) be the optimal solution 
associated with the I-th knapsack point, y1 . If yk = d, = ys-l + a,n and 
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xb ‘-’ = v, we know that xtP = v + 1. Therefore, we can guarantee satisfactior 
of xj < u, in every knapsack point solution by allowing X, to take on onI4 
those values j = 1, 2,..., 71 for which xi-’ < z+ in the optimal solution XI--I 
associated with the knapsack point yr-i . 
Note that as a consequence, the prior assumption of distinct ui values need 
no longer hold here. Consequently, dz = yzml + aAz as defined in (6) need noi 
be the unique admissible value satisfying rnini{ykPl < yzW1 + a, < y> in (5: 
at any particular iteration. Therefore, a search of D is not necessarily 
sufficient. Given yrc = d, , it need not be optimal for the h,-th item to be 
(possibly again) included in the solution for yL; the payoffs associated wit1 
the alternative minima yDP1 + aj = yp-i + a, should be examined. 
A simple way to avoid this potential burden ii to renumber the components 
of a so that a, < a2 < *.. < a, and for subsets of a, values of the forrr 
a, = a,,, = ... = a,. , have c, > I++~ > ... > c, . Then if yk = d, wit1 
pvoffW5+J + CA, , there exists no alternative solution to (5) of the forrr 
ysml + aj in which F’(y,-,) + cj > F’(y,,) + cAp for any j such thal 
A, < j < r. If Q < h, < r, it is optimal to choose that item j, 4 < j < T: 
with the largest ratio cj/aj = cj/a, , p rovided feasibility is maintained, 
Because the x9 are bounded, this need not be item q; if x,“’ = uQ , for 
example, c~+lla,+l = +I a would be the largest admissible ratio. Under the a 
above ordering of the variables q, q + I,..., r, the procedure will exhaust the 
(upper) bounds on x, , x*+1 ,..., x, in sequence (in order of decreasing +/a,: 
and that still unconstrained variable with maximum payoff will always be 
“left-most” in the series. Consequently, a search of D (and the associated 
payoffs) for the solution to (5) is again sufficient. 
The outline of an algorithm for generating W(s) appears below. It ir 
assumed that the variables are ordered as above and that Cy=, Uj > b. 
1. SetF’(0) = 0, set h, = 1, set K = 1, set t = 1, and set P(s) = C 
for all (nonnegative) integers s < a, . 
2. Find yk = min,(d, = yz-i + a+ 1 1 = t, t + l,..., k). If yk > b, sei 
Q’(s) = @‘(yrP1) for all s = ykP1 + I,..., b and stop; otherwise, 
3. If the minimal dz is unique, set q = 1 for which dl = yk and go tc 
3-(b); otherwise, 
(a) Set q = min(p: cAD + F’(y,-,) > cAz + F’(y, - 1) for all I where 
dz = yd. 
(b) Set i(y*) = h, . 
(4 Set F’(Y,) = cA +F’(Y,-J. 
(d) For I = q and ill I # q such that dl = yk , 
(i) Set h, = h, + 1. If h, > n, go to step 3-(e); otherwise, 
(ii) Find xi;‘. If xi;’ = 4, , repeat from step 3-(d)-(i); otherwise, 
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(e) For every t < 1 < k such that h, > 1z, set d, = KJ. 
(i) If h, < n, go to step 4; otherwise, 
(ii) Set t = t + 1 and repeat from step 3-(e)-(i). 
4. For every integer s = yk-r + l,..., ylc , set Q’(s) = max{@‘(y,-,), 
VYk)b 
5. If yk = b, stop; otherwise, 
6. Set K = k + 1 and set h, = 1. 
(a) Find x:;‘. If x:;’ < uAk, repeat from step 2; otherwise, 
(b) Set h, = & + 1 and repeat step 6-(a). 
Note that because of the bounds on the xj we cannot guarantee that 
initially yk+r = yk + a, (see step 6). Th us, the results of Theorem 1 need 
not hold and we cannot take advantage of any associated potential efficiencies. 
Also, such restrictions imply an additional search procedure (see step 3-(d)) 
to find the set of variables x:-’ still unconstrained in the solution associated 
with yr-i . When administering the test in step 3-(d)-(ii) one must first 
backtrack recursively through the index function i(.) to retrieve a+. Thus, 
unfortunately, updating of the X, is not nearly as efficient as before. Such a 
requirement mandates the use of an index function or equivalent. 
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